Abstract:The aim of this paper is to study the ultra contra continuous multifunction.
Definition1.1. Let A be a subset of a bitopological space (Y, 1, 2). Then A is said to be [3] Definition1.2. An ultra multifunction [5] Fu: (X, )  (Y, 1, 2) is a point to a set correspondence and is assumed that Fu(x) =  for all x  X.
Definition1.3. The image set U X of the multifunction Fu : X  Y is defined [5] by Fu(U) = {Fu(x) / x U}. Definition1.4. For an ultra multifunction Fu, the upper and lower inverse [5] of Fu is defined for any set V  Y, as Fu+ (V) 
Lemma1.5. For any ultra multifunction Fu+(V)  Fu (V) . This result is proved in [5] .
Definition1.6. Let A be a non-empty subset of a space X. Then (1, 2) -kernal of A or ultra kernal of A [8] and is denoted by (1, 2) -Ker (A) and is defined as (1, 2) -Ker(A) = {G  (1, 2)O(X) / A  G}. 
Ultra upper (lower) contra continuous multifunction
In this section, we introduced two new forms of contra continuous multifunction in bitopological spaces and studied their properties.
Definition2.1. An ultra multifunction Fu: X  Y is said to be ultra upper contra continuous (u.u.c.c) at x X if for each (1, 2) -closed set A such that x Fu+ (V) there exists an open set G of X containing x such that Fu(G)  V. 
II. Some stronger and weaker forms of contra multifunction
In this section, we introduced two more new contra continuous multifunctions, named as ultra upper (lower) clopen continuous, which is stronger than ultra upper (lower) contra continuous and ultra upper (lower) weakly continuous multifunction which is weaker than ultra upper (lower) contra continuous respectively. Some of their properties are studied and each function is sustained with suitable examples. (2) ={a, c}, Fu(3) = {a, c, d}.Then, it is both ultra upper continuous and ultra lower continuous and also it is an ultra upper weakly continuous and ultra lower weakly continuous but it is not both ultra upper contra continuous and ultra lower contra continuous . Example3.7. Let X ={1, 2, 3} with the topology  = {, X, {1},{2, 3}} and Y = {a, b, c} with two topologies 1= {, Y, {a}} and 2 = {, Y, {a}, {b, c}}.. Define an ultra multifunction Fu: X Y as Fu(1) = {a}, Fu(2) ={ a, c}, Fu(3) = {a, b}. Here, Fu is both ultra upper contra continuous and ultra lower contra continuous but not ultra upper clopen continuous and also not ultra lower clopen continuous.
III. The graph multifunction and Applications
In this section, we derived some properties of ultra upper weakly continuous and ultra lower weakly continuous which can be extended to ultra upper contra continuous and ultra lower contra continuous multifunction.
